
Competition Score Cards

A scorecard in a competition is a “legal” document. It is the evidence from the player 
of what he achieved during the round. His signature confirms that it is a true record 
and the marker signs as a witness to its accuracy. Like all evidence it must stand up to 
cross-examination (verification) so it should be legible and accurate.

In all strokeplay events the record should show the gross score on each hole (defined 
here: http://www.charltongolf.net/golf-formats.html). A stableford is a strokeplay 
event and a casino stableford is therefore a strokeplay event. The only difference 
between a medal and stableford is that, in stablefords points are earned based on the 
gross score on the hole, with handicaps taken into account. Casino stableford allows 
some variation to the rule (playing jokers). It is important then a scorecard indicates 
clearly where jokers were declared.

The gross score (and jokers when applicable) must be recorded so that verification 
can confirm that the correct points were claimed on each hole. 

It is not mandatory to record the points in a stableford. However, doing so enables a 
result to be declared immediately at the end of the competition. 

In scrabble-type events it is the team’s gross score that is recorded. 
In casino medal events (strokeplay) the gross, joker and net score should be clearly 
recorded.
When the competition rules allow (for example Flags & Daytona), a player’s gross 
score is not recorded
Rules for all formats can be found here 
http://www.charltongolf.net/golf-formats.html.

The score card data fields “Competition”, “Date” and  “Players” are there for a 
purpose and players should ensure their handicap at the start of the event is correctly 
recorded in the “H’cap” field.

In summary, on competition score cards:
 All data fields across the head of the cards should be completed.
 Gross scores should be recorded in all strokeplay events
 Rule variations (jokers) should be clearly marked.
 There should be accuracy and legibility to allow verification
 The player should certify the accuracy by signing the form
 The marker should sign as a witness to accuracy of the form.

Failure to complete cards correctly can result in disqualification.
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